
                           “Under the Mulberry Tree” DRUM Circle                       

                                                           

             Natural Science with Divine Intervention- The world is a large music box   

                                                                                                                         
Located in the heart of Shreveport in the historic Ledbetter Heights neighborhood this space 

shares the east west Ley Line with the Municipal Auditorium. The rejuvenating greenery and 

natural terrain serves as the perfect backdrop for one to align spiritually with their self and 

connect with their spirit through this artistic experience.  In 1997, Big Wise Daddy, a local Holy 

man (Knows all, Sees all and Says nothing) anointed and blessed Ron Hardy as a Bishop in the 

Order of Melchizedek in front of this Mulberry tree.   

 To begin each session Ron Hardy will conduct a short informal Drum Circle. This relaxed natural 

atmosphere along with the fresh pure blessed oxygen under the “Mulberry Tree” inspires the 

non-verbal communication through the rhythms of the drums and percussion instruments. The 

vast array of local birds may also join in the session as well.  The oneness, unification and 

vibrations that occur amongst the individuals present will inspire the topics of an open 

conversation/discussion/dialog. This space is a testament of how man and nature can co-exist 

together in forming a natural Holy sanctuary.  No one will leave the same as before they 

arrived.  

(2 Samuel 5:23,24) 23 And when David inquired of the LORD, he said, Thou shalt not go up; but 

fetch a compass behind them, and come upon them over against the mulberry trees. 24 And let 

it be, when thou hearest the sound of a going in the tops of the mulberry trees, that then thou 

shalt bestir thyself: for then shall the LORD go out before thee, to smite the host of the 

Philistines.  

We all have our own personal internal and external battles that we face in our daily life.  

Connecting one’s spiritual self with nature along with finding one’s rhythmic and vibrational 

flow are the keys to unlocking and finding “On earth as it is in Heaven.”  Mankind and nature 

are fundamentally one.  


